
The (second) Ashworth Inquiry (FallonThe (second) Ashworth Inquiry (Fallon etet

alal, 1999) recommended that ‘an indepen-, 1999) recommended that ‘an indepen-

dent review of all aspects of physical secur-dent review of all aspects of physical secur-

ity’ at Ashworth (high secure) Hospitality’ at Ashworth (high secure) Hospital

should be undertaken. This recommenda-should be undertaken. This recommenda-

tion subsequently broadened to include alltion subsequently broadened to include all

three high-security hospitals in Englandthree high-security hospitals in England

(Ashworth, Broadmoor and Rampton),(Ashworth, Broadmoor and Rampton),

and a review team – chaired by Sir Richardand a review team – chaired by Sir Richard

Tilt, former Director of the English PrisonTilt, former Director of the English Prison

Service – was formed. There was no clini-Service – was formed. There was no clini-

cian on the inquiry team. The terms ofcian on the inquiry team. The terms of

reference for the security review includedreference for the security review included

‘a comprehensive review of all aspects of‘a comprehensive review of all aspects of

physical and relational security in each ofphysical and relational security in each of

the High Security Hospitals’ as well as thethe High Security Hospitals’ as well as the

identification of ‘improvements requiredidentification of ‘improvements required

to security policies and practice in the threeto security policies and practice in the three

hospitals’ and ‘recommendations on anyhospitals’ and ‘recommendations on any

physical improvements required’ (Tiltphysical improvements required’ (Tilt etet

alal, 2000: Appendix 1)., 2000: Appendix 1).

It is contended that a fundamental lackIt is contended that a fundamental lack

of understanding of the concept of security,of understanding of the concept of security,

as reflected in the terms of reference, flawedas reflected in the terms of reference, flawed

the review from the outset. Moreover, thethe review from the outset. Moreover, the

review team was inappropriately consti-review team was inappropriately consti-

tuted and thus unable to consider properlytuted and thus unable to consider properly

the contribution each component makesthe contribution each component makes

to security in a therapeutic setting such asto security in a therapeutic setting such as

a high secure hospital.a high secure hospital.

THE COMPONENTSTHE COMPONENTS
OF SECURITYOF SECURITY

Faulk (1985) described his ‘formula for aFaulk (1985) described his ‘formula for a

successful [hospital] secure unit’ as includ-successful [hospital] secure unit’ as includ-

ing ‘(1) sufficient physical security appro-ing ‘(1) sufficient physical security appro-

priate to the patient; (2) high staff ratios;priate to the patient; (2) high staff ratios;

and (3) a therapeutic policy which encom-and (3) a therapeutic policy which encom-

passes individual programmes’. This encap-passes individual programmes’. This encap-

sulates the three ingredients for successfulsulates the three ingredients for successful

security: a physical contribution, goodsecurity: a physical contribution, good

staffing and appropriate policies.staffing and appropriate policies.

The joint Department of Health andThe joint Department of Health and

Home Office review of services forHome Office review of services for

mentally disordered offenders (the Reedmentally disordered offenders (the Reed

Report) included a Working Group onReport) included a Working Group on

High Security and Related Psychiatric Pro-High Security and Related Psychiatric Pro-

vision (Department of Health, 1994) whichvision (Department of Health, 1994) which

considered security in the special hospitals.considered security in the special hospitals.

Three components to security were defined,Three components to security were defined,

starting from ‘the guiding principle . . . thatstarting from ‘the guiding principle . . . that

the most effective form of security and,the most effective form of security and,

indeed, safety lies in the treatment of theindeed, safety lies in the treatment of the

patient’.patient’.

First, the concept of relational securityFirst, the concept of relational security

is concerned with a detailed knowledge ofis concerned with a detailed knowledge of

the patients, their backgrounds and thethe patients, their backgrounds and the

reasons behind their admissions to a high-reasons behind their admissions to a high-

security hospital, and this comes fromsecurity hospital, and this comes from

therapeutic relationships as well as thetherapeutic relationships as well as the

wider treatment programmes. Thus securitywider treatment programmes. Thus security

is directly linked with treatment. Such workis directly linked with treatment. Such work

must be conducted within a safe environ-must be conducted within a safe environ-

ment and relational security is complemen-ment and relational security is complemen-

ted by physical and procedural security.ted by physical and procedural security.

Physical security comprises the physicalPhysical security comprises the physical

deterrents to escape from the hospital, suchdeterrents to escape from the hospital, such

as locked doors, escape-proof windows andas locked doors, escape-proof windows and

perimeter walls. The final part of the secur-perimeter walls. The final part of the secur-

ity triad is procedural security, which isity triad is procedural security, which is

described as ‘the methodology or systemsdescribed as ‘the methodology or systems

by which patients are managed and safeby which patients are managed and safe

security maintained’. This includes, forsecurity maintained’. This includes, for

example, operational procedures forexample, operational procedures for

screening staff and visitors to the hospital,screening staff and visitors to the hospital,

searching patients, and also having safesearching patients, and also having safe

staffing levels.staffing levels.

The distinction between relational, phy-The distinction between relational, phy-

sical and procedural security is artificial.sical and procedural security is artificial.

Security should be viewed as an indivisibleSecurity should be viewed as an indivisible

whole; ignore or neglect one feature andwhole; ignore or neglect one feature and

security overall is weakened. This fact issecurity overall is weakened. This fact is

acknowledged in Prison Service reports intoacknowledged in Prison Service reports into

disturbances at or escapes from prisons.disturbances at or escapes from prisons.

The Learmont Inquiry (Home Office,The Learmont Inquiry (Home Office,

1995) into an escape from Parkhurst1995) into an escape from Parkhurst

emphasised the importance of ‘dynamicemphasised the importance of ‘dynamic

security’. This is akin to ‘relational security’security’. This is akin to ‘relational security’

as it incorporates a sense of the prisoner asas it incorporates a sense of the prisoner as

an individual as well as the relationshipsan individual as well as the relationships

he or she develops with staff and otherhe or she develops with staff and other

inmates. The Inquiry report went on toinmates. The Inquiry report went on to

recognise that maintaining security (pre-recognise that maintaining security (pre-

venting prison escapes) and control (ensur-venting prison escapes) and control (ensur-

ing safety insideing safety inside the prison) at prisons isthe prison) at prisons is

‘only really possible through the relation-‘only really possible through the relation-

ship between staff and inmates’ (Homeship between staff and inmates’ (Home

Office, 1995: paragraph 5.55). The reportOffice, 1995: paragraph 5.55). The report

commented on the need for ‘having cus-commented on the need for ‘having cus-

tody [or physical security], care [referredtody [or physical security], care [referred

to elsewhere in the report as humanitar-to elsewhere in the report as humanitar-

ianism, or, above, as relational security]ianism, or, above, as relational security]

and control [procedural security] inand control [procedural security] in

harmony’ (Home Office, 1995: paragraphharmony’ (Home Office, 1995: paragraph

3.32).3.32).

The Woolf Report (Home Office,The Woolf Report (Home Office,

1991), into disturbances at various prisons,1991), into disturbances at various prisons,

recast the caring aspect (or humanitarian-recast the caring aspect (or humanitarian-

ism) of incarceration in terms of ‘justice’:ism) of incarceration in terms of ‘justice’:

defined as the ‘obligation to treat prisonersdefined as the ‘obligation to treat prisoners

with humanity and fairness and preparewith humanity and fairness and prepare

them for return to the community’ (Homethem for return to the community’ (Home

Office, 1991: paragraph 9.20). The InquiryOffice, 1991: paragraph 9.20). The Inquiry

concluded that the prison disturbances ofconcluded that the prison disturbances of

1990 came about fundamentally because1990 came about fundamentally because

of ‘the failure of the Prison Service to fulfilof ‘the failure of the Prison Service to fulfil

its responsibilities to act with justice’its responsibilities to act with justice’

(Home Office, 1991: paragraph 9.24).(Home Office, 1991: paragraph 9.24).

None the less, differences betweenNone the less, differences between

secure hospitals and prisons do exist andsecure hospitals and prisons do exist and

this was unacknowledged in the Tilt Re-this was unacknowledged in the Tilt Re-

port. Prisoners are dealt with as groupsport. Prisoners are dealt with as groups

and provided with ‘regimes’, whereas hos-and provided with ‘regimes’, whereas hos-

pital patients need and receive much morepital patients need and receive much more

individualised attention.individualised attention.

RECOMMENDATIONS FROMRECOMMENDATIONS FROM
THE SECURITY REVIEWOFTHE SECURITY REVIEWOF
HIGHSECUREHOSPITALSHIGHSECUREHOSPITALS

The Tilt review team made 50 generalThe Tilt review team made 50 general

recommendations: three-quarters relatedrecommendations: three-quarters related

to procedural security issues and a quarterto procedural security issues and a quarter

to physical security (Tiltto physical security (Tilt et alet al, 2000)., 2000).

Recommendations to increase the physicalRecommendations to increase the physical

security at the high secure hospitalssecurity at the high secure hospitals

included enhancing perimeter security,included enhancing perimeter security,

changing to a magnetic locking systemchanging to a magnetic locking system

and examining ‘the feasibility of lockingand examining ‘the feasibility of locking

the rooms at night of all patients on admis-the rooms at night of all patients on admis-

sion and intensive care wards and all ‘‘highsion and intensive care wards and all ‘‘high

risk’’ patients’. Recommendations for pro-risk’’ patients’. Recommendations for pro-

cedural security included enhancing thecedural security included enhancing the

profile accorded to security itself withinprofile accorded to security itself within

the hospitals: increasing the staffing levelsthe hospitals: increasing the staffing levels

in the security departments, developingin the security departments, developing

‘an effective security intelligence system’‘an effective security intelligence system’

at each hospital and having dedicatedat each hospital and having dedicated

search teams.search teams.

In contrast, relational security isIn contrast, relational security is

scarcely mentioned in the entire reportscarcely mentioned in the entire report
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although it was specifically referred to inalthough it was specifically referred to in

the first of the terms of reference for thethe first of the terms of reference for the

security review. The closest any of thesecurity review. The closest any of the

recommendations came to addressing rela-recommendations came to addressing rela-

tional security is the call for ‘a pro-tional security is the call for ‘a pro-

cedure . . . to identify ‘‘high risk’’ patients’cedure . . . to identify ‘‘high risk’’ patients’

(paragraph 7.5) but this is only to subject(paragraph 7.5) but this is only to subject

them to higher level (or ‘special’) ‘pro-them to higher level (or ‘special’) ‘pro-

cedural security arrangements’ (paragraphcedural security arrangements’ (paragraph

7.5) rather than assisting with their7.5) rather than assisting with their

treatment or rehabilitation.treatment or rehabilitation.

CONSEQUENCES FORCONSEQUENCES FOR
SECURE PSYCHIATRICSECURE PSYCHIATRIC
SERVICESSERVICES

The Tilt Report acknowledged that forThe Tilt Report acknowledged that for

high-security hospitals, ‘security and thera-high-security hospitals, ‘security and thera-

peutic issues [are] so closely interrelatedpeutic issues [are] so closely interrelated

that security could not, and should not, bethat security could not, and should not, be

dealt with in isolation’ (Tiltdealt with in isolation’ (Tilt et alet al, 2000:, 2000:

paragraph 2.3). One should go furtherparagraph 2.3). One should go further

because in high secure hospitals therapybecause in high secure hospitals therapy

in its widest sense is an integral part ofin its widest sense is an integral part of

security. Not to have considered therapeu-security. Not to have considered therapeu-

tic issues in their own right, as physicaltic issues in their own right, as physical

elements and procedural matters were, is aelements and procedural matters were, is a

major omission of the review.major omission of the review.

The emphasis throughout the report onThe emphasis throughout the report on

the more tangible aspects of security such asthe more tangible aspects of security such as

high walls and better locks, and the virtualhigh walls and better locks, and the virtual

absence of consideration of the less overtabsence of consideration of the less overt

contribution of relational security, fits incontribution of relational security, fits in

with the official preoccupation with ‘dan-with the official preoccupation with ‘dan-

gerousness’ in recent years. Recent evidencegerousness’ in recent years. Recent evidence

of the greater prominence of public protec-of the greater prominence of public protec-

tion within the mental health service provi-tion within the mental health service provi-

sion is seen in initiatives such as the creationsion is seen in initiatives such as the creation

of a new ‘condition’ – dangerous severeof a new ‘condition’ – dangerous severe

personality disorder (DSPD) – which re-personality disorder (DSPD) – which re-

quires a new form of service provision andquires a new form of service provision and

could permit preventive detention (Homecould permit preventive detention (Home

Office & Department of Health, 1999).Office & Department of Health, 1999).

The Tilt Report acknowledged thatThe Tilt Report acknowledged that

‘there have been no escapes (since 1994)‘there have been no escapes (since 1994)

or absconsions from 1997 onwards. . .or absconsions from 1997 onwards. . .

Nevertheless, the underlying dangerousnessNevertheless, the underlying dangerousness

of the patient population and the potentialof the patient population and the potential

threat which they represent to members ofthreat which they represent to members of

the general public, and to staff and fellowthe general public, and to staff and fellow

patients within the hospitals, should notpatients within the hospitals, should not

be underestimated’ (Tiltbe underestimated’ (Tilt et alet al, 2000: para-, 2000: para-

graph 3.2). It is difficult to know whethergraph 3.2). It is difficult to know whether

the risks are underestimated (or over-the risks are underestimated (or over-

estimated), when they are not quantifiedestimated), when they are not quantified

in the report. Evidence from publishedin the report. Evidence from published

research (although it was not included inresearch (although it was not included in

the Tilt Report) reveals seven escapes fromthe Tilt Report) reveals seven escapes from

the high secure hospitals between 1976 andthe high secure hospitals between 1976 and

1988, including two occasions when1988, including two occasions when

patients exited via the gate (Huws &patients exited via the gate (Huws &

Shubsachs, 1993), and a further 12Shubsachs, 1993), and a further 12

breaches of physical security betweenbreaches of physical security between

1989 and 1994 (Moore, 2000). Fourteen1989 and 1994 (Moore, 2000). Fourteen

escapes from one particular high secureescapes from one particular high secure

hospital between 1985 and 1996 occurredhospital between 1985 and 1996 occurred

from sites other than the part of the hospi-from sites other than the part of the hospi-

tal campus surrounded by the 6 m walltal campus surrounded by the 6 m wall

(Brook(Brook et alet al, 1999). Escapes from prison, 1999). Escapes from prison

establishments are a recent addition to theestablishments are a recent addition to the

annually produced prison statistics. Thereannually produced prison statistics. There

has been no escape from a Category Bhas been no escape from a Category B

(closed training) prison since 1995, when(closed training) prison since 1995, when

there was one, although seven had occurredthere was one, although seven had occurred

in 1994 (Home Office, 2000).in 1994 (Home Office, 2000).

Another recommendation in theAnother recommendation in the

review’s report, unimpeded by the lack ofreview’s report, unimpeded by the lack of

supporting evidence, was the feasibility besupporting evidence, was the feasibility be

examined of locking patients in their roomsexamined of locking patients in their rooms

at night on particular wards (Tiltat night on particular wards (Tilt et alet al,,

2000: paragraph 10.4). The policy of ‘24-2000: paragraph 10.4). The policy of ‘24-

hour care’ was introduced into high securehour care’ was introduced into high secure

hospitals from 1991 onwards in line withhospitals from 1991 onwards in line with

the Mental Health Act Code of Practicethe Mental Health Act Code of Practice

(Department of Health & Welsh Office,(Department of Health & Welsh Office,

1999). As the review team acknowledged,1999). As the review team acknowledged,

it does not seem to have ‘resulted in a high-it does not seem to have ‘resulted in a high-

er number of night-time security incidents’;er number of night-time security incidents’;

nevertheless, in their opinion this policynevertheless, in their opinion this policy

remains a ‘potential threat to security’.remains a ‘potential threat to security’.

The recommendation signals a significantThe recommendation signals a significant

shift from an ethos of care towards one ofshift from an ethos of care towards one of

containment.containment.

The White PaperThe White Paper Reforming the MentalReforming the Mental

Health ActHealth Act (Department of Health &(Department of Health &

Home Office, 2000: Part II, paragraphHome Office, 2000: Part II, paragraph

6.23) highlighted the need for staff: ‘where6.23) highlighted the need for staff: ‘where

individuals are detained as a result of theirindividuals are detained as a result of their

mental disorder, they must be held in amental disorder, they must be held in a

therapeutic environment which is designedtherapeutic environment which is designed

to address their needs effectively. This isto address their needs effectively. This is

not just a matter of new places . . . but alsonot just a matter of new places . . . but also

properly trained staff, new approaches toproperly trained staff, new approaches to

assessment and treatment and a rigorousassessment and treatment and a rigorous

programme of research and evaluation.’programme of research and evaluation.’

This view of managing detained patientsThis view of managing detained patients

contrasts sharply with the Tilt Report,contrasts sharply with the Tilt Report,

which has no discussion about the impactwhich has no discussion about the impact

of staffing.of staffing.

Inquiry reports for the Prison ServiceInquiry reports for the Prison Service

have acknowledged the fundamental con-have acknowledged the fundamental con-

tribution that staff make to the security oftribution that staff make to the security of

an establishment. The Learmont Reportan establishment. The Learmont Report

was particularly forthright: ‘The import-was particularly forthright: ‘The import-

ance of able and dedicated staff . . . cannotance of able and dedicated staff . . . cannot

be overemphasised. Whilst technology andbe overemphasised. Whilst technology and

physical barriers are an essential part of se-physical barriers are an essential part of se-

curity, they will be of little use without thecurity, they will be of little use without the

active commitment of fully motivated staff’active commitment of fully motivated staff’

(Home Office, 1995: paragraph 3.3). The(Home Office, 1995: paragraph 3.3). The

current negative public image of the highcurrent negative public image of the high

secure hospitals already has had an impactsecure hospitals already has had an impact

on the recruitment and retention of staff,on the recruitment and retention of staff,

as well as on the morale of those remaining.as well as on the morale of those remaining.

There will also be security consequences ifThere will also be security consequences if

staff members are unable to do the jobsstaff members are unable to do the jobs

they were originally trained for. Most ob-they were originally trained for. Most ob-

viously affected will be relational security,viously affected will be relational security,

but the effects of poor staff morale can alsobut the effects of poor staff morale can also

have ramifications into physical securityhave ramifications into physical security

(Home Office, 1995: paragraph 4.39) and(Home Office, 1995: paragraph 4.39) and

the way in which security procedures arethe way in which security procedures are

operationalised.operationalised.

The Tilt Report’s recommendations,The Tilt Report’s recommendations,

when implemented in full, as the Govern-when implemented in full, as the Govern-

ment has committed itself to doing, willment has committed itself to doing, will

produce an imbalance between the securityproduce an imbalance between the security

and therapeutic objectives of high secureand therapeutic objectives of high secure

hospitals. Any immeasurable benefit fromhospitals. Any immeasurable benefit from

reducing further the incidence of news-reducing further the incidence of news-

worthy but rare events such as escapes willworthy but rare events such as escapes will

be at the expense of exacerbating the de-be at the expense of exacerbating the de-

humanising effects of incarceration –humanising effects of incarceration –

which,which, in the long run, will increase thein the long run, will increase the

very dangers the new measures are sup-very dangers the new measures are sup-

posed to reduce. The Woolf Report spokeposed to reduce. The Woolf Report spoke

of attending to the humanity of detentionof attending to the humanity of detention

and how ‘excessive security and controland how ‘excessive security and control

can have the opposite effect to the onescan have the opposite effect to the ones

desired. Prisoners will feel unnecessarilydesired. Prisoners will feel unnecessarily

oppressed’ (Home Office, 1991).oppressed’ (Home Office, 1991).

An immediate concern is that patientsAn immediate concern is that patients

will be ill-equipped to move on to accom-will be ill-equipped to move on to accom-

modation of lesser security and could con-modation of lesser security and could con-

sequently spend more time in a highsequently spend more time in a high

secure setting. This would counteract thesecure setting. This would counteract the

Government’s plan to have fewer patientsGovernment’s plan to have fewer patients

in high security. Rehabilitation pro-in high security. Rehabilitation pro-

grammes will be restricted and the valuegrammes will be restricted and the value

of parole (unescorted leave within the hos-of parole (unescorted leave within the hos-

pital perimeter) will be undermined whenpital perimeter) will be undermined when

patients are not routinely escorted withinpatients are not routinely escorted within

the secure perimeter and physical securitythe secure perimeter and physical security

has been greatly enhanced. The gaphas been greatly enhanced. The gap

between high and medium security willbetween high and medium security will

be widened to the point that mediumbe widened to the point that medium

secure units will have to choose betweensecure units will have to choose between

taking a patient in the hope that thattaking a patient in the hope that that

patient has probably made the necessarypatient has probably made the necessary

progress, even though it cannot beprogress, even though it cannot be

adequately demonstrated, and not takingadequately demonstrated, and not taking

the patient at all.the patient at all.

For medium secure units the sting of theFor medium secure units the sting of the

report is in its tail. One recommendationreport is in its tail. One recommendation

called for ‘a nationally led review ofcalled for ‘a nationally led review of

medium secure provision’ (Tiltmedium secure provision’ (Tilt et alet al,,

2000). In part this is a review of the2000). In part this is a review of the

capacity of the medium secure estate incapacity of the medium secure estate in

anticipation of further transfers from highanticipation of further transfers from high
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secure hospitals. However, it will alsosecure hospitals. However, it will also

address the capability of such units. Givenaddress the capability of such units. Given

the nature of the review in high security,the nature of the review in high security,

it seems inevitable that ‘capability’ will beit seems inevitable that ‘capability’ will be

taken to mean the ability to contain pa-taken to mean the ability to contain pa-

tients within the units rather than success-tients within the units rather than success-

fully rehabilitate them for a return tofully rehabilitate them for a return to

living in the community.living in the community.

CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

It is salutary to reflect that the securityIt is salutary to reflect that the security

review of high secure hospitals derivedreview of high secure hospitals derived

from the second Ashworth Inquiry (Fallonfrom the second Ashworth Inquiry (Fallon

et alet al, 1999), which accused individuals of, 1999), which accused individuals of

being ignorant of ‘the proper balance ofbeing ignorant of ‘the proper balance of

security and therapy’. Yet the Report (Tiltsecurity and therapy’. Yet the Report (Tilt

et alet al, 2000) is an incomplete consideration, 2000) is an incomplete consideration

of the composite nature of security in aof the composite nature of security in a

high-security hospital. Its recommendationshigh-security hospital. Its recommendations

have greatest impact on procedural aspects,have greatest impact on procedural aspects,

but also include high-profile ideas such asbut also include high-profile ideas such as

additional perimeter security, which areadditional perimeter security, which are

difficult to justify on the evidence pre-difficult to justify on the evidence pre-

sented. The Report ignores completely thesented. The Report ignores completely the

value of having adequate numbers ofvalue of having adequate numbers of

appropriately trained staff from allappropriately trained staff from all

disciplines to enhance and develop thera-disciplines to enhance and develop thera-

peutic programmes and thereby improvepeutic programmes and thereby improve

relational security.relational security.
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